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**Cause of Residential Mobility: Building Sold**

**Moving in New York City, 2017**

- **Household A**
  - 2007-2017: Lived in Rentals
  - 2017: Building Sold, Decided to buy
  - Initial bids rejected
  - Bid $20K over asking price sight unseen
  - Moved

- **Household B**
  - 2017: Building Sold, Decided to buy
  - Salesperson suggested a completely unknown area
  - Moved to shorter commute and larger kitchen

---

- "Jettisoning Moving Boxes, but Without Having to Settle" 5/11/17 New York Times
  - 2007-2017: Lived in Rentals
  - 2017: Building Sold, Decided to buy
  - Initial bids rejected
  - Bid $20K over asking price sight unseen
  - Moved

- "Priced out of Park Slope" 11/9/17 New York Times
  - 2017: Building Sold, Decided to buy
  - Salesperson suggested a completely unknown area
  - Moved to shorter commute and larger kitchen

---

Legend:

- Residential History: Household A
- Residential History: Household B
- Selected Other Residential Histories from The Hunt 2017